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ABSTRACT

This study aims to identify e-learning as a branding of kids educational online games. Descriptive method was used to present a complete overview regarding the situation related to variables examined. The results of this research are to recognize the development of branding and the benefit provided by e-learning in the application of educational games for kids. Discussing the product branding of e-learning games for kids was conducted in this research. The results of this study prove the development of technology that provides a positive side for the main community in the field of education for children and business. Therefore, branding on e-learning products in children’s educational games is needed to achieve the goal of customer satisfaction and valuable consumer trust. Using e-learning branding gives an image that is in the subconscious, built through information and expectations that are expected through the product.
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INTRODUCTION

The impact of the development of telecommunication progress in education and training fields is unavoidable. Previous developments in Information and Communication Technology (ICT) are closely related to the existence of a number from significant changes such as those in the economy and society nowadays. This has led to increased demand in the field of education and training as an action to face the challenges of "economy knowledge" and the latest is "public knowledge" [1]. People who are aware of technological developments and digitally educated can learn and be responsible as well as productive despite the development of the education field [2]. E-learning is a learning method a part of electronic media in the education field nowadays. E-learning utilizes developments in Information and Communication Technology field. Correspondence education or distance education is where e-learning presents to be operated. There are several types of media in e-learning such as the availability of features in the form of audio, video, writing, and images [3]. E-learning has become a part of an important means to obtain education or science with the help of advances in information and communication technology, namely electronic media, especially on the Internet [4].

The presence of educational games and their use in learning environments is being a trend nowadays. Game-based education has motivational and immersive characteristics that have been studied in depth with literary sources. However, the system model and implementation of education-based games remain difficult to understand. In this study, we analyze several requirements relevant to the design of educational games in online education as well as general game design methods that include adaptation and assessment features are proposed. The specific implementation of the design is explained about its applications and other environments [5]. The definition of branding continues to grow from starting a brand or selling a product, a service, or a company that deals with things that are seen from brands such as trade names, logos, or other visual features. Nowadays, it also means image, credibility, character, impression, and perception for consumers [6]. Branding is a symbol of the manifestation of information that has something to do with a product or service [7]. The first things that are proposed for a brand are the brand’s name, promises, logos, and packaging that shape the brand's identity. At present, branding is
increasingly developing to support the entire development process of the brand creator, name, identity, and in some cases including brand advertising [8].

In the competitive business environment, industrial marketers must work harder to achieve some differentiation for their products so that they are not seen as commodities. Many companies have tried to achieve this differentiation by branding their products. However, branding is more than just putting the company’s name on the product and broadcasting that name to its target audience. For industrial products, branding is a multidimensional construction that not only covers the way customers see physical products, but also logistics, customer support, and the image and company policies that accompany products [9]. Marketing in branding is distinguished by aspects of brand psychology with aspects of the experience. Psychological aspects, often referenced as brand images, are images that are built in the subconscious of consumers through information and expectations expected through the product. A holistic approach to building brands includes the structure of brands, businesses, and people involved in the product [10]. This study aims to recognize educational branding e-learning games for children. Descriptive method was used to present a complete overview regarding the situation related to variables examined.

Smartphone into smart tools that have many capabilities for two-way communication, multimedia upon ability, and education. The world of education today’s increasingly sophisticated, the implementation is to create a conducive learning atmosphere, interesting and creative. Technology advances can assist and facilitate in various ways, especially learning [11].

METHOD

Descriptive method was used in this research. The technique of data collecting we used is the literature method from previous research related to the branding development and e-learning in educational games for children. Therefore, it can analyze how much influence branding in e-learning technology has on educational games for children. This educational game used Growing Tree Random algorithm by choosing node randomly (See Figure 1) [12]. When the user choose a menu, it will be particularly directed according to the derivative from node (menu). Therefore, the user will get the need according to their desire.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Building a strong brand is similar to building a house. To obtain a sturdy house building, it requires a strong foundation. Likewise, building and developing brands also requires a strong foundation. There are ways to build a brand, in this case, is to do branding, namely:

Positioning

Positioning the right brand in various ways, such as placing the position of a product in detail and more specifically for the customers. Building and developing positioning is putting all aspects of brand value as a part of the functional benefits that are consistently applied. The purpose is to make brands always become number one in the minds of consumers, especially customers. In this study, the position created is the position on the perceptions of consumers where products are for children, with brand value as an educational tool packed in e-learning games by getting to know Indonesian culture in a fun way (see Figure 2).
With the right concept such as making an attractive appearance using a good color composition, products can be well distributed to consumers. The characters that are in line with product concepts and market objectives, attractive and easy to remember by consumers or markets, resulting in the achievement of brand value and right positioning to consumers.

CONCLUSION

The development of technology makes it easy for society, especially in the educational field for children and business. Therefore, branding on an e-learning product in educational games for children is needed to achieve customer satisfaction and consumer trust in the product. With e-learning branding, the image that exists in the subconscious of consumers is built through information and expectations expected through the product.
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